
MGSL Skills and Drills
Primary Skills 10U (Game) Division

Intermediate Base Running (10A)

Rocking lead offs, foot leaving the base as the ball crosses the plate

Advancing on past balls without help from her base coach

Always looking to take the extra base on hits & overthrows

Understanding force outs vs. tag plays

Halfway on fly balls

Sliding - how, where & when

Basic steal signs from 3B coach

Pitfalls:

Not paying attention to the game/ball

Over coaching on the bases

Poor understanding of how to properly round the bases

3Bs - Ball, Base, Backup (10B)

Every fielder on every play should be looking to first field the ball, then cover a base & then backup a throw

Softball ready on every pitch and react to every swing, aggressively playing hit balls

Understanding who is responsible for each base & having every base covered anytime a runner is on

Middle infielder responsibilities, who covers 2B on batted balls and SBs

Every fielder should be on the move any time a ball is put into play

Pitfalls

Covering bases only when a play is imminent

Standing and watching

In Game Throws & Catches (10C)

For overhand throws, transfer weight to back foot and turn hip & shoulder to target before throwing

For underhand flips, keep body low and momentum forward through release of the ball
Footwork to cover a base on a force play & tag play

Coming off the base to catch/block a bad throw

How to execute a tag

Throwing with runners in motion & the pressure on

Topics to Introduce (10I)
Fly Balls

Infield Communication

Trying to cut off the lead runner

Bunting

Game Knowledge
Definitions - force outs, tag plays

Lead off rules - can't leave the base until the ball crosses the plate & must return to a base when ball enters

the pitcher's circle

Must return to your base if a fly ball is caught


